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1. INTRODUCTION 

;A physical meaning of the outcomes from hadronic collision processes is dis
cussed during a long period; the nucleon-nucleon collision reactions are of special 
Jnterest in this context. The theoretical :interpretations are centered mainly on the 

' candidate theory for strong interactions, Quantum Chromo Dynamics•·•_;_ QCD, 
applied at varying levels of mathematical rigour [1:.-5]:Large majority of the results 
obtained this way are theoretically· and· h"ypothetically biased; and based ·on· some 
sorts of beliefs - commonly accepted, however. 

In this work, I·would like to present unbiased, experimentally based results of 
investigations . · of the outcomes Jro·m: ·. the. i hadron-nucleon,> hadron-nucleus, and 
nucleus~nucleus collisions. Experimental works [6-15], which the conclusions 
presented here are based on, were performed in a total experiment using the 26 litre 
and 180 litre xenon bubble chambers exposed to pions beams at 2.34-9; Ge V /c 
,momentum, supplemented_.by results from experiments realized by means of other 
detectors: nuclear emulsions, electronic arrangements, streamer chambers.exposed to 
pion, kaon, proton and 1mcle~r b~amsi fr~m accelerators at yari~us ~nergies, and 
from cos~ic rays [16-19].. . . .. .. 

Iri ~y opinion, :ttie phy~ical meaning of the collision reactions outcom~s m~y
1 
be 

· revealedon the basis, of the experimentally .discovered pictures.,of the collision 
pmcesses. The mechanisms of the collisions' ~ay be found out exp~rimentally. usi~g 
the inti-anuclear detector [6J°- the target nucleus s~rves as)he detector.[9,19-21], 
which could provide information about the processes localized· within the space 

iegions as large as 10.:..13-10...:12 cm aJd within time interval's of aboutI0..:.23-;l0-22 

seconds. Such detector - we called it the intranucle~ detector [6] ...:...... has been used 
in our investigations'ouring about ten'last years [6,9,21]. •; 
. " The mechanisms 'of the hadronic and nuclear collision processes have' been 
studied using the xenon intranuclear detector. '! , . 

The intranuclear detectors, for example the xenon intranuclear detecfot the lead 
intranuclear detector, the uranium,intranuclear 'detector and others may be treated as 
some subnuclear detectors - like the macroscopic track detectors,_ as bubble 
chambers, streamer chambers or nuclear photoerriulsions.' 

: Let us start the considerations here with the description of the investigation 
procedure. Firstly, I would like to state that many·of the.processes which have been· 
«observed» in the xenon intranuclear-detector are passing in strictly causal manner, 
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e.g., the hadron passage through intranuclear matter accompanied by the nucleon 
emission from the target nucleus - the number of the nucleons emitted corresponds 
to the number of the nucleons met inside the nucleus along the projectile course, 
within the strong interaction range [9,19]. 

2. THE INVESTIGATION PROCEDURE 

In order to reveal the physical meaning of the outcomes from hadron-nucleon, 
hadron-nucleus,. and nucleus-nucleus collisions observed in detectors, one should 
discover at first the mechanisms of the collision processes and.then the mechanisms 
of the energy tran~fer from. the hadronic and nuclear projectiles into the target nuclei. 
It should be remembered that the answers to the questions: how are the collision 
processes·. going on?, how is the energy· transfer from the projectiles to the.

1
nuclear. 

targets going on?, what is observed in the final states of the collisions? shohld be 
.found experimentally. Any freely fabricated hypotheses or models are intolerable on 
•any level of the investigating procedure·..:_ as the fruits of human fantasy;·a11 what 
is stated must be based experimentally and motivated in experiments. It could be a 

· wrong direction of the search singled out and accepted by others, in other way, and 
be in use during relatively long period. 

IF is possible to realize the investigations in accordance with the desiderata 
formulated'above; it will be when the experiments which the conclusions have to be 
used from are the total experiments. Usually, it can be achieve_d·fosome of track 

· detectors - as the heavy liquid bubble chambers, when; as the supplemented, data 
from other detectors are employed - as· those from electronic' arrangements, 
streamer chambers, nuclear emulsions. Very effective, for .the experime.nts in 
question, are the intranuclear detectors - single massive atomic nuclei employed as 
fine detectors for, indications and analysis of the processe~ within• the space regioris 

with sizes ~f about·io-13-10-12 cm i~ diameters and in time i~tervals of about 
" i • ' . . . ' .•• 

-23 -22 · · · 10 .. -10., 1 seconds [6---:9,12,13,18,19]. . 
· Inter~sting, original and con~lu~ively based on experime~t~I d~t.a pictures of the 
proce~ses un,der study emerg~ when a complete series of appropriate data, total and 
clearly motivated on experience is used ,-- as the basis for the .. conclusions 

• formulations. 
, .. In applying such investigation procedure, during over t~n years, the pictures, 

prompted expedmentally, of the. hadron~nucleon, hadronsnucleus, nucleus-nucleus 
collision processes and of the energy transfer processes from the projectiles to the 
target nuclei in them were revealed [6-9]. We do not repeat the description of the 
investigation procedure at that level, and I am taking the liberty to propose some of 
our recent works where the investigation methods are described [3-13]. 
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In the next section 3, a presentation of main results obtained in those works is 
given; the results interesting and important for our further considerations in question 
are given in section 4. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
ON COLLISION MECHANISMS 

In all the collision processes: 1) in hadron-nucleon (in nucleon-nucleon in 
particular), 2) in hadron-nucleus (in nucleon-nucleus in particular), 3) in nucleus
nucleus the particle production occurs in head-on 2 ➔ 2 type collision reactions of 
the incident hadrons with the nucleons. In the hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus 
collisions the emission of the nucleons from the nuclei involved predominates, how
ever; the emitted nucleons are with the kinetic energies of about 20-400 MeV, the 
emission does not depend on the energy and identity of the impinging projectiles, and 
whether the particle creaction occurs or not [6-8]. The particle production goes 
through intermediate objects created first in the 2 ➔ 2 type endoergic reactions and 

decaying into observed particles and resonances after the lifetime of about 1 o"-22 · s. 
In the hadron-nucleon collisions the projectile energy is transferred to the target 

nucleon, in the hadron-nucleus and in. the nucleus-nucleus· collisions the projectile 
energy is ira~sferred partly to. the target nucleus and partly to the riucleons inv.olved 
in the • particle producing collision reactions with the projectile within the target 
nucleus. The energy transfer to the target nucleus is limited, and. it is no· larger than 
about a· few· Ge V per the incident nucleon; the energy · transfer from the hadroqic 
projectile to. the downstream nucleon in. the particle creating colli~ion reaction' is 
practically unlimited. · · · 

Below, the phenomena, the collision reactions are accompanied· by, will be 
considered from the· point of view of, the' physical interpretation' . of the observed 
outcomes from the collision reactions ~nder studies. · · · ' · · 

3.1. Hadron-Nucleon Collisions 
q '· 

From our former investigations· [6;9,13,20,21], the experimentally based 
conclusions may be stated: in hadron-nucleon (in nucleon-nucleon in particular) 
collisions at high energies the particles are produced through intermediate objects 
created first in 2 ➔ 2 type endoergic reaction and decaying •into. finally ob~erved 

resonances and pJicles after the lifetime 't ~ 10-22 s; these obj~ct~ were call.~d • g,, 

«generons» [9]. The appearance of the well-collimated spurts of hadrons, or jets, in 
the final state of the collision reactio.n, and of· the large transverse momenta are · 
therefore naturally a simple and indispensable consequence of such mechanism of 
the perticle production process. Gene'rons are formed in head-on collisions [9].· 
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In forming the intermediate objects, 'or generons, in a hadronic head~on col
lision,'large energy is transferred from the projectile to the target, e.g., from a hadron 
to a nucleon; at energies high enough, this energy transfer may be practically 
unlimited. As a measure of this energy transfer in the particle-producing collisions, 
the intensity or multiplicity of the particles may be used. 

The pions are the mostly intensive component among the products at high 
energies, kaons and baryon-antibaryon pairs appeare about ten times rarer. 

The main properties of the nucleon-nucleon particle-producing collisions are: 
The mean int~nsity or multiplicity of the produced particles increases logarithmically 
with the projectile momentum - from about 5 at about 10 GeV/c up to about 18 
particles at about 1000 GeV/c. The mean transverse momentum of the particles is 
Pr"" 0.4 GeV/c, independently of. the incident particl~ energy value. The 

longitudinal component• of the momentum, expressed in the Feynman variables, 
XF =p(pmax is with almost constant exponential distribution, independently of the 

collision reaction energy. , 

3.2. Hadron-Nucleus Collisions 

. In hadron-nucleus collisions the interaction· of the incident hadron (nucleon) is 
localized iri relatively small cylindrical volume with the radius ~s large as the strong 

' . " ~ ~ 

interaction range is, centered on the hadron course within the target nucleus. · 
· Four main phenomena lire usually observed when hadrons collide ~ith atomic 

nuclei: a) The · passage of the incident hadron through intranuclear ·matter, 
'accompained by the einission of nucleons with kinetic energy from about. 20. up to 
about 400 MeV from the interaction region, we call them the «fast» nucleons later; 
the emission of the nucleons is induced by the incident hadron in' its passage through 
intranuclear matter'. · b) The production of hadrons. On the background of the 
projectile passage through layers of intranuclear matter, the particle-prnducing head
on collisions of the projectile with one of the downstream nucleons occur; particles 
are produced through intermediate objects in 2 ➔ 2 type endoergic reactions of the 
hadron and.its successors with downstream nucleons. The intermediate objects as the 
hadron successors may use 'fo collid~ with. the next of the downstream nucleons and 
create new intermediate objects; the linear i~tranuclear cascade of the generons may 
develop alo~g the iri~ident _hadron course in intranuclear matter, this way. c) The 
evaporatio~ of the target nuclear fragments, including the target nucleons of kinetic 

. .; . . . . . : . 
energy smaller than about 10-20 MeV. d) The fiss10n of the residual target nucleus 
into nuclear fragments. 

In any case, whether the particels · are· produced or not, any projectile hadron 
causes the emission of nucleons in passing through atomic nucleus. This nucleon 
emission should not be confused with the nucleon evaporation with clearly different 
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energy and angular distributions. The number nN of the emitted «fast» nucleons 

equals the number of nucleons contained within the volume 

V=1tR 2 A-<=1tD 2 11, 
.f 0 

(1) 

centered on the hadron path A. in intranuclear matter, where D0 is the diameter of the 

nucleon, as large approximately as . the strong interaction range is. The particle 
production process does not effect an influ~nce on the nucleon emission (22]. In 
particul11r, the mean i:nultiplicity np of the emitted protons is: 

. ( np) "" ( "-A )·S, (2) 

where ( "-A ) is the mean thickness of the target nucleus in protons/S units, and 

S = 1tD0
2 

"" 10 fm2
. 

The particle creation process goes on the background of the incident hadron 
passage through intranuclear matter and it is localized along the projectile course in 
intranuclear matter within the tube of the radius R as large as the strong interaction 

. . . .f 

range R is, centered on the hadron course. Hadrons are created through . some 
.\" 

1 

•"' ,', / ' •' I • 1 1 ';! 

intermediate_ objects formed ins_ide, the. _tube• in the target nucleus and they use to 

decay after having left the nucleus, after about lifetime 'tg = 10-22 s into commonly 

known «produced» particles and resonances; the intermediate objects are in fact the 
hadrons in statu nascendi [13]. l_n collisions with nuclei massive enough,_ at_ energies 
high enough,. the intermediate ·objects may use to collide in orie_s · turn 'with the 
downstream nucleons - the intra.nuclear cascade may develop of the' inte~mediate 
objects along the incident hadron course through the volume (1 ). The rri~liplicity ,i 
distribution.fl~, A, Eh) of the electrically charged_ hadrons prod~ced'in a.~ollision of 

a hadron with an atomic nucleus Aat the incident hadron energy Eh is (21,23]: 

p.) -m 
fln, A, Eh) = e O L 

m 

(A) . , 

( 
-~ Jn-1 

. 1 - e 
O

) .· ·P '!'(11)'. _ (3) 

where p is the composition of the m statistically independent distributions of the 
, m . . . ·. 

charged particle multiplicities n (21]. The relation (3) represents a ·composition of 
some number m = 1; 2, 3, .. ·.· of statistically independent outcomes which could be 
observed separately in elementary hadron-nucleon collisions at incident hadron 
energy E/ m. 

The evaporation process was studied experimentally in nuclear photoemulsions 
mainly; the evaporation products leave characteristic black tracks in the emulsions 
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- the tracks. of nuclei with the charge number Z = I to. Z = 2 predominantly 
[24,25]. It was obtained that: I. The black track leaving particles exhibit an almost 
isotropic distribution [15,25]. 2. The mean number of the black track leaving 
particles nb is not related to the number of generated pions [25], at energies of the 

incident hadron over a few GeV; this number ( nb) is weakly energy dependent at 

smaller energies [25,26]. 3. Mean kinetic energy of the emitted black track leaving 
particles is about 20 MeV and stays with incident hadron energy change; it is inde
pendent• as well ofethe identity of the impinging particle [27]. 4. The ratio N / N 

8 

betwen the number NF of the black tiack leaving particles directed into forward 

hemisphere and the number N 
8 

of the particles directed into backward hemisphere 

amounts about 1.1 ± 0.1; it does not depend on nb and it is the same for pion

nucleus collisions at about 60 and 200 GeV [27]; 'it is reasonable to accept that 
N / N 

8 
is practically independent of the energy and identity of, the impinging 

hadron .. 
' 

'\ 

In experiments performed by means of photonuclear emulsions, the relations 
between characteristics of the black track leaving and gray .track leaving particles 
emission characteristics were investigated [16,24,25-27]; among the gray track 
leavi~g particles ar'e the fast protons predominantly - with energies of about 20 to 
500 MeV. Experimental relations in question allow one to conclud·e that [28]: I. 
Large difference between mean energies of the fast protons, ( E ), and of the black 

g . 

track leaving particles, ( Eb ), is independent of the energy and mass of the projectile 
,, . ", ' ' ; .,,') \ ' : 

and of the target mass as well [26]. 2. A large differerice between angular 
distribution.s of th6 b~ and g-track leaving particles is ind~pendent of the energy and 
identity.of'the impinging hadron, and of the target nucleus ma;ssnumber as well. 3. 
The range anct''angular distributions of the gray track producing particles do not 
change with incident hadron energy change, as it has been proved at energies larg~r 
than abou't 2 GeV. Still less correlated with the primary energy are the black tracks, 
their number nb is proportional to n . 4. The dependence of the mean number of the 

. g 

black tracks ( n ) on the number n of gray tracks has the same ·behaviour through 
. ' g : 

the energy range 6.2 GeV to 400 .GeV [15,16], one linear function describes it well 
[ 15]. This. linear. function for proton-AgBr nuclei collisions pass~d near the 
dirigin nb = I.2 In + 1.49; this correlation is completely independent of thenumber 

g, ,. . . . ' . . 
of produced pions [16]. Even if the shower particle multiplicity increases from 2.8 
to 16.8 no change is observed in the.mean black and gray track multiplicities. 5. The 
differential frequency distributions for the stars as function of nh = = n + nb, for 

. g 

proton-emulsion nuclei collisions at 6.2-3500 Ge V exhibir only small irregularities 
and differences.[15]. 6. The multiplicities ng and nh obey the relation 15: 

6 
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( n/ nh) = ( ng )I ( nh) = constans = 0.39. (4) 

It indicates proportionality between ( ng) and ( nh ), and hence between nb and ng; 

this relation is energy independent. 

3.3. Phenomena Observed in Nucleus-Nucleus Collisions 

Three main phenomena, simpiy observable, are seen when a nucleus collides 
with a nucleus: a) The passage of nucleus or its fragments through the second 
nucleus; b) The particle production process; c) The fragmentation of the colliding 
nuclei and nucleon evaporation'. · · 

The passage should be acccimpanied by the emission of «fast» n.Jcleons from 
the overlapping parts of the .colliding nuclei. The fragmentation process of the 
colliding nuclei can be considered as a composition of the fragmentations of the 
target nuclei initiated by hadronic projectiles; The colliding nuclei can. be treated as 
colliding beams of the nucleons - any rapidly moving nucleus can be treated as a 
collimated beam of monoenergetic nucleons. 

The hadron production in such colliding beams proceeds as in hadron-nucleus 
collisions, and the outcome. from such a collision is a composition of the outcomes 
in the nucleon-nucleon collisions. In fact, generally, the collision between two nuclei 
is· a composition of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions. In other aspects, the beam 
collision reaction is depending on· the sizes' of the colliding nuclei 'and on the 
collision impact parameter. The basic characteristics of the ·fragmentation processes 
were established experimentally [29-36], the most important here are: a) The 
momentum components of the fragments; in the rest frame of the projectile nucleus 
have a Gaussian shape with st dev.: (a width) from about 50 to 200 MeV/c, 
depending only on the masses of the fragmenting nucleus and tµe fragrilent,'-and not 
on the target nucleus and the beam energy. The momentum spectra:in this rest frame 
indicate'ver'y low ~ffective temperature bf 8-10 MeV, very Io~ excitation in other 
words. The isotope p~oduction rates are approximately target- and ~nergy~inde
pendent. b) The angular distribution of the fragments in th~ prnjectile r~;t frame is 
close to the isotropy. c) As it is concerning the nuclear fragmentation, the, above 
experimental facts suggest [37] that the fragmentation can be viewed .as a decl:_ly of 
an excited nucleus, therefore, as a delayed process it. keeps. little or no memory of 
the excitation. mechanism formatiop which starte~.th.e excitation. d) The low energy 
nuclear fragments, including single evaporated nucleons, .differ evidently from ,the 
nucleons emitted from· colliding nuclei with kinetic energy of about 20 up to. 500 
Me V in the rest frame of each of. the colliding nuclei; the emission. of such fast 
nucleons we observed in the hadron-nucleus collisions. 
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4. THE PHYSICAL MEANING 
OF THE COLLISION REACTION OUTCOMES 

It may be concluded, from the experimental data presented above, that what is 
observed in our investigations in the lab. system, and described in our publications, 
and in the works cited in them is: The hadron-nudeus collision processes at high 
energies (at above the pion creation energy threshold) proceed in two clearly 

different stages; the fast stage, d~ring about 10-23 
- 1·0-22 seconds, is the passage of 

the incident_ hadron through the layers of the intranuclear · matter_ inside the target 
nucleus. At this stage, the incident hadron uses to start the «fast» nucleon emission 
process from the target and the particle creation pr~cess in head-on collisions with 
some of down-stream nucleons, in passing through the intra1mclear matter layer 
involved. The relatively small part of the nucleus is taking part in the collision only 

- the tube of the volume rcDl A, where D
0

"" Rh, is the stro~g interaction range as 

large approximatelly as the nucleon diameter is, A-is the intranuclear matter layer 
thickness. D~pending on the hadron energy and on the collision impact· parameter, 
the. target nucleus may be pierced; ar energies higher than a few Ge V the target 
nucleus is pierced anyhow. . 

From _this stage, the fast nucleon emission is distinguishable - it differs by 
much from the nucleon evaporation, the emitted fast n~cleons are recognized as not 
knocked out ones, as well. The_ observed, so-called «produced», partides are in fact 
decay products of produced interm.ediate objects or generons --:-, created first and 
decayed intb observed «created» hadrons after having left the parent target nucleus; 

the lifetim~ of the generons is about 10-:-2~ seconds. 
The target nucleus at this stage is pierced and becomes to be instable, and 

should· undergo some transmutation into some stable parts - nuclear fragments, 
smaller nu_clei.. The second stage of the collision process starts. Th.is stage can be 
named slow one. · · 

At the second stage, the duration of which may be determined arbitrarily only 
- e.g., ~~om the_ end of the projectile passage through the.target nucleus up to the 
decay of'tht! pierced nucleus in_to, stable fragments and nucleons. 

In the particle-producing hadron-nucleon collisioqs, the sec~ndary hadrons are 
created via intermediate objects or generons, similarly as in· the hadron-nucleus 
collisions. · · · 

In the nucleus~nucleus collisions, in the lab. syste~, the projectile nucleus may 
be imagined as collimated beam of monoenergetic nucleons.: The nucleus-nucleus 
collision of two moving nuclei is in fact the collision of two collimated 
monoeriergetic nucleons beams: the outcome in this case is expected to be a com
position of the nucleon-nucleus collisions. 

In conclusion, what can be stated is: From the facts presented above, that what 
is observed in our works, and in the works of other authors in which similar 

8 

processes are investigated, is that the· hadron creation goes through intermediate 
objects called generons. The hadronic jets are created through the intermediate 
objects - as their decay products. The intermediate objects behave themselves as 
usual hadrons do it in passing through intranuclear matter; and convert into hadronic 

22 · ' · · jets or hadrons after about 10- seconds - after having left the parent nucleus. 
Now many believe,· however, that quarks do not appear as ~uch but they 

materialize or convert into observed well collimated spurts of particles, which _have 
been named jets. And so, according., to tfiis belief, the intermediate objects or 
generons may be regarded to be partons or quarks, systems of quarks or partons, 
quark or parton bags, It can be stated, therefore, that in the experiments discussed 
here these objects are observed by'means of atomic nuclei employed as intranuclear 
detectors; the behaviour of these objects in their passage• 'thr6ugh layers of 
intranuclear matter is observed, as well. 
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CTpyrMhCKH 3. 
<PH3H'leCKIIH · CM~ICJJ · BhlXO,UO.B 113 a,upOH7HyKJJOHHhlX, 
a,upoll-ll,UepHblX II ll.UpO-ll,UepHblX CTOJJKHOB~HIIH, 
Ha61!_IO,UaeMhlX B 3Kcnep11MeHTax 

El-95-23 

PaccMaTpHBaeTcll cp11311tJecKoe 3HatJe1rne BhIXo,noB H3 a.upoH11b1x 11 ll,nepHhIX 
npoueccoB CTOJJKHOBeHHll, KaK no.ncKinaHHOe 3Kcnep11Me1na.iJhH0. Pa3J!HtJaeTcll . 
6blCTpal! H Me,nJJeHHal! CT8,llfi51 B npoueccax CTOJJKH()BeHH51. A,npOllhl po)K.llalO;Cll 
nocpe,nCTBOM .npoMe)KyrOtJHhlX.061,e~TOB, Ha6n10iiaeMhlX Ha OllbITe B CTOJJKHOBeHHllX 
a.npoH-ll,npo. npoMe)KyrOtJHhie 061,eKThl MO)Kl!O TpaK:OBaTh. KaK rpynnhl KBapKOB IIJJH 
KBapKOBble Melll/(11. 

Pa6oTa BhlllOJJHeHa .B Jla6opa~O!)Hll. BhlCOKHX 3Heprnii 0115111. 
. . 

' L ; • 

. Coo6me11tte 061,eimlieHHOro HIICTlnyra lll(epHblX IICtJle/\OBaHllii. ,D:y6Ha, 1995 

Strugalski Z. . . El-95-23 
Physical Meaning ·of the Yields 
from Hadron-Nucleon, Hadron-Nucleus, , . 

· and Nucleus~Nucleus Collisions Observed in Experiments . 

. A physical meaning of the outcomes from hadronic and nuclear collision 
processes at high energies is presented, as prompted experimentally. The fast and 
slow stages in hadron-nucleus collisions are distinguished. Hadrons are produced 
via intermediate objects observed in hadron-nucleus collisions. The intermediate 
objects;may be treated as the groups of quarks or the quark bags. 

The investigation has been perfor.med at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR. ~- - ' 
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